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Feeling thankful as academic year ends
Robert Wright
Board Chair
Today as I bring
greetings on behalf of
the Board of Governors
and we enter the home
stretch in another
successful year, I am just
very thankful.
I am thankful for the
support of the parents
and guardians of all
our students and the
tremendous trust
each of them place in
the Academy for the

education and safety of
their sons.
I am thankful for all
of our staff who have
earned that confidence
through their tireless
efforts.
I am thankful to all the
friends of Academy for
their support and in
particular the Alumni.
I am happy for the
success of our Gala,
Annual Inspection and
all our other events.
However today with
events in Europe and

the tragedies for our
neighbours to the south,
I am happy for the safety
of your sons and Robert
Land Academy.

B Company Report

Inspired to further efforts by staff and students
Leading Barman Jin

Robert Land Academy is a good
school. It can help me develop a
habit, it can help me improve my
English. Before I’m not come to
RLA I don’t know how to speak
English. When I came here, is the
school’s staff and students help
me learned English. When I don’t
know how to speak sometimes,
they will not mock me because I
don’t know how to speak. They
will inspire me to further efforts.
Every day they help me to talk
and let me gradually join their
group my English is change for
the better day by day. Now I can
speak English with them very
well.
RLA is a good for your habits
school because in the school we
have plan every day. In the RLA I
need to make my bed and do the

house job every day. Before, in my
home, I never did that. In RLA we
have kit time every night we will
clean our locker and desk. Now,
when I am back to home, I will
put a room in order. RLA helped
me get out of the habit of playing
video games. In this school if I
have time, I will go to play ball or

Health & Safety

Lisa Lake
Health & Safety Committee
It’s that time of year when we want to hit the beach
and soak up some rays of sunshine after a long winter
of snow and cold.
While the beach is a wonderful place for some fun
there are a few safety tips to keep in mind to ensure
that a wonderful day is as safe as it is fun.
Follow these simple rules when alone or supervising
younger people.
Do not forget the SUNSCREEN so your skin has a
good day too!

go to weight room, so the RLA
help me make a healthy body.
Now, when I am back home I will
go run some laps every morning,
and I’m not playing video games
every day like before.
I want to say “Thank you RLA,
you made a good me.”

Message from the Headmaster

Pride on full display at the Academy in May

On & off campus, much to be proud of for students & staff
RD Smid, MMM, MB, CD
Lieutenant-Colonel (retired)
Pride. Something that is all too
often lacking at the Academy
during Covid has been in full
display this month amongst both
staff and students. There is a
noticeable difference in morale at
the Academy when pride is present.
The boys took a great deal
of well-deserved pride in
their performance during my
Headmaster inspection of their
barracks and personal kit. It was
evident to me that they had worked
hard as individuals and more
importantly as a Team in order
to achieve not just a pass, but an
outstanding turnout across the
board. A special shout out to B
Company who were truly dazzling.
This translated into an outstanding
Annual Inspection and Open
House that the Academy hosted
which put the boys in the limelight
and they shined brightly.
Many of our students are also
athletes either playing on our
soccer team or having participated
on the track and field team. Our
soccer team plays in the semi-finals
on 30 May and one member of our

track and field team, Cadet Joshua
S, will be participating in the discus
competition at provincials! Seeing
the boys achieve their physical
potential both as individuals and
as a team is very rewarding and
knowing that they see it too is the
icing on the cake.
While as Headmaster I am proud
of their athletic performances
on the field, what gives me the
most pride is seeing character
development. Earlier this week, the
soccer team lost a close game 4-3
which included a goal that should
have been disallowed. Rather
than loudly complain about it,
they persevered and completed
the game with their heads held
high. The referee of that game,
who was a teacher for 31 years
at Ridley Academy, sent me an
email yesterday complimenting
the boys and their coaches on their
behaviour and conduct. That is the
real win.
Of course, nothing happens at the
Academy without our exceptional
staff. Earlier this month, one
of our Operations Staff, Mr Leo
Giovenazzo, was able to provide
first aid at the scene of a motorcycle
accident. His initiative and
employment of specialized skills

brought great credit to both himself
and the Academy. These types of
selfless acts make a difference in
the world and it is difficult for me
as Headmaster not to be proud of
that!
This pride will continue this
weekend as we host our first annual
Homecoming event for alumni.
More than 20 alumni spanning
the entirety of our 40+ years of
existence will be descending on
the Academy this weekend for a
softball tournament, BBQ, and the
sharing of memories which will no
doubt demonstrate their pride in
having attended the Academy.

Please help our students discover STEM learning by donating now.
Your support will help us build a brand new,
state of the art science lab.
Visit GiveToRLA.ca for more information.

“I want to work at NASA to help people,
and maybe discover a planet.”

A Company Report

Motivation is everything, focus on the goals
Cadet Avayou

When I arrived at Robert Land
Academy in January of this year,
I was shell-shocked by how
different my life had suddenly
become. While the recruit
course was informative, I was
mortified when the discussion
about P.O. (Physical Objectives)
standards took place. You want
me to do how many push-ups?
Running 5 kilometers...in what
time? What are chin ups? Aside
from the ASM, P.O.’s petrified me
more than anything else at the
Academy.
Most others were unhappy about
all the snow we got this winter. I
was happy that the lap track was
covered with snow and looked so
slippery...until I found out about
the beep test. I thought for sure
Lt. Guy had made this up just to
torture students during the winter
months. I had never struggled
so much during a physical test,
I could not breathe well, had
multiple cramps, felt faint, you
name it, I had it. Comparatively,
I must have looked like an eightyfive-year-old man after my first
beep test. What is worse is that I
scored only a 5.6. 7.6 was a pass.
How is that supposed to happen?
I was clueless. Whilst wallowing
about my failing beep test score,
staff and peers were talking about
adjusting their physical goals as
most had achieved their previous
goals. Over the next week and a
half, after talking with Lt. Guy and
a handful of peers, it was decided
my first physical goal should be
to get 7.6 on my next beep test,
as the snow did not look to be
melting anytime soon.

With some motivation from Lt.
Guy and some friends running
with me my next beep test score
was 7.8. Lt. Guy was so impressed
with me surpassing the standard
he put me up for student of the
week. Now it was on! Hours later,
after catching my breath, I had
already updated my next physical
goal to reaching level 9 on my
next beep test. Thanks to the
balmy April snow showers that
opportunity came two weeks later.
Lt. Guy was happier than me with
my result as I ran a 9.6. The next
day, I learned that there was the
possibility to re-run past beep
tests during clubs. Not being one
hundred percent satisfied with my
efforts on the 9.6 run, I decided
to bring my one hundred percent.
Surprisingly, I ran a 10.1!
How did this happen? I have
never been that successful that
quickly. What has changed?
Thinking back to my first beep

test, remembering that my friends
at home are really into sports and
since COVID I have not always
wanted to keep playing basketball
as long with them or often found
myself lagging on long bike rides.
Beyond achieving that 7.6 score
on my second run, I remember
thinking around 6.0 that I’ll be
able to keep up with my friends
on the court or on the trails a lot
better this summer. The more
beep tests and P.O. runs I improve
on will help with endurance and
being able to push myself to do so.
I may not have six pack abs for
summertime, but I have surpassed
my physical goals on a regular
basis and learned that if you stick
with your training, push yourself
to achieve those incremental,
challenging goals regularly, you
will be surprised when you think
that you have lost five pounds,
you have really lost eight pounds.

Clubs Report

Para Club looks to 1st Canadian Parachute Battalion
Lance Corporal
Ethan Liang

On September 3rd, 1939,
Canada declared war on
Hitler’s Germany, a nation
that posed a significant
threat to the nations
of the world and their
people at the time. This
worldwide conflict would
later be known as the
second world war. From
those bloody years, some
of the greatest heroes
were the 1st Canadian
Parachute Battalion,
dubbed “those formidable
Canadians” by Winston
Churchill. The resolute
determination and courage held by each and
every one of the men, the
remarkable strength that
proved the unit as elite,
and the ultimate sacrifices paid by many fallen
soldiers make the maroon
beret a legacy of a time of
true patriotism and bravery in Canada.
From its inception on July
1st, 1942, the battalion
had no shortage of eager
men ready to carry out
their duty and fight for
freedom and civilization.
Only one-third of the
many men who volunteered were recruited,
and only a third of those
men passed the rigorous
training that being a prut
of the parachute battalion
entailed. The fact that the
recruits could overcome

the primal fear of jumping
from great heights into
danger, a baptism by fire
of sorts, foreshadowed the
valour they would show
in the European theatre of
the war. An 8km run every morning and an 80km
march in 18 hours made
these some of the fittest
men in the country, as
befitting their role as the
army’s spearhead, landing
behind enemy lines.
The battalion first saw
action on D-Day, June
6th, 1944. It was the first
Canadian unit on French
shores. Despite German
resistance, flooded ditches, and the loss of 117
men, the group achieved
all of its objectives and
rendezvoused at the Le
Mesnil crossroad. From
there, it fought in many
historic engagements for
the liberation of Western
Europe. The battalion

was the only Canadian
unit to fight in the battle of the bulge, the last
major German offensive
on the western front. The
battalion held firm against
the seemingly endless
attack from their foes.
After this crucial battle,
they returned to England
to train for what would
be the greatest airborne
operation in the war Operation Varsity. Wesel,
a town on the eastern side
of the Rhine river was
to be taken, and it was
a success - the battalion
took the town, defeated a
German parachute corps,
and advanced 459km, liberating the Bergen-Belsen
concentration camp in
the process. The battalion
advanced further east
than any other Canadian
unit, meeting up with the
Red Anny at the town
ofWismar.
The batta1ion always

completed its missions
and never lost an objective, but this was not
without its costs - the
battalion lost a substantial
amount of men on D-Day,
and after that, 83 men
were killed, 234 wounded,
and 85 were captured.
Many officers, including
the thencommanding
officer, Lt. Colonel Jeff
Nicklin, were lost and the
remaining men had to
step up and take leadership positions. It goes
without saying that all
wars have their casualties,
those who were lost.
The first parachute battalion was an exemplary
group of men, and their
heroic deeds, fearlessness, and skill are things
that Canadians can learn
from. They are a point of
national pride. They are
part of what made the
greatest generation great.
This essay is one of several written by students
who wished to take part
in Para Club this year,
along with meeting some
other criteria. In recognition of our close relationship with the1st Canadian
Parachute Battalion and
their role in the school’s
founding as well as
the obvious connection
between the airborne
battalion and skydiving,
the students were asked
to write about the 1 Can
Para battalion.

C Company Report

Freefalling one of the best things to happen
Barman CJ Barry

year then I would most definitely
put my name on the list. The
scariest part though was when
I hopped into the RLA van with
we had to fly our Cessna airplane
CSM Silva and Liang. This was
going to be the greatest experience thousands of feet into the air. I
was incredibly nervous as this was
of my life!! We drove to Grand
my first time jumping out of an
Bend which took us 2 and a half
airplane. Bob told me that it was
hours. If I can survive the drive
all going to be okay and that I did
there, I am most likely going to
not need to worry. Bob and Mary
get through jumping out of an
told me that they have done about
airplane.
15,620 sky jumps throughout the
course of their lifetimes. Wow.
When we arrived at the Grand
Just unreal.
Bend Sport Parachuting Centre
(GBSPC), Bob and Mary happily
took us into their company. It was However, it was easy enough for
awesome. I got to experience 7 to me to place my feet on the step of
9 hours of PARA training such as the airplane adjacent to the strut
(which is where you place your
how to jump out properly, what
thumbs) and jump off. From then
position we must be in, pulling
on there, you are floating on a
the emergency chute just in case,
giant marshmallow of air bringing
navigating the parachute all by
you down at 130 miles per hour. I
yourself, and landing safely. My
spent 30 seconds in freefall mode
para group consisted of four
students - Myself, Jackson, Liang, until Bob pulled my parachute
(at 4,000 feet) and so there was
and Alkaabi - as well as two staff
a huge jolt in my speed relative
members from Robert Land
to the ground. Freefalling is one
Academy - CSM Silva and Lt.
Sinclair. Everybody did a great job of the best things that can ever
happen to you in the course of a
at jumping out safely and we all
lifetime, if not the best, if you have
had a ton of fun doing it.
been waiting 17 years to jump out
of an airplane.
While we stayed at Bob and
Mary’s training site, everyone
While falling in the parachute
from the RLA crew set up our
I was travelling at 20 miles per
tents that we were going to sleep
hour. I could hear nothing up
in for the next few nights. Now
there except for the howling
that was amazing. What was
winds constantly swishing at
even more awesome was that we
my parachute. I spent about 5
managed to get a ton of scoff and
minutes up in the sky inside of
extra snacks into our bodies that
my parachute. There I was given
weekend.
two pullable ropes wherein I was
supposed to navigate myself to
My para experience was a
memorable one, something that I land safely. Luckily, I managed
to make it down safely by paying
am able to hold on to for the rest
close attention to the white arrow
of my life. I would additionally
we placed on the ground. We
like to jump out of an airplane
landed on a closed field with
once again this summer, or if I
had the opportunity to do so next the wind blowing south towards

Lake Erie. Unlike some of the
people who did their jump earlier,
I did my skydive at 10,000 feet
above the ground because of the
increased rate of clouds in the
atmosphere. In my parachute
I was able to peacefully view
Lake Huron as well as much of
southern Ontario west of London.
Once I accomplished my landing
with Bob’s help through the radio,
I was given the signal “3-2-1
Flare, Now” thus being able to
hit the ground safely without any
problems whatsoever. The trip
reached its climax on a Sunday
afternoon when CSM Silva and
Lt. Sinclair took us to the beach at
Grand Bend for a few hours.
I would personally teach everyone
a lesson that if I am able to jump
out of an airplane 3 kilometres
above the ground, I can do
anything. My heart and soul
will take me places that I only
dream of seeing right now. Para
has helped me an awful lot with
the direction of my life. If you
would like to skydive at RLA,
ask the Colonel, your Company
Commander and your parents
and we will get you set up for the
adventure of a lifetime!!

Boys made a choice and the results are in their grasp
Dr. David Harley
Deputy Headmaster
Difficult to believe that
we are already at the
end of May and the end
of the current school
year is looming ahead
of us. It is a time for all
of us but especially for
students and parents
to reflect upon the past
year and the successes
and challenges that it has
presented.
Frequently when
boys are asked to give
prospective parents and
their sons tours of the
Academy as part of the
admissions process, they
are asked if they want
to be at the Academy.
Parents often report
back to me the responses
to this question with
remarkable consistency.
Boys answer by saying
that they would rather
be somewhere else,
but they know that
they need to be at the
Academy. This response
accurately expresses
the psychological
tension between giving
way to immediate
comfort together
with the inevitable
pleasurable surrender
to temptations and the
acknowledgement that
planning for the future
requires sacrifices in the
present. Like all issues
of self-regulation, it is a
matter of willpower and
determination. Another
way of putting this is that
it is your son’s inherent
stubbornness redirected

constructively towards
his stubbornness to
achieve.

What is achieved
or not achieved
within these few
years determines
much of what
options will
remain available
in the life ahead.

However, self-control
is not a static state that
one simply achieves.
It is rather a dynamic
process of internal
struggle where if we
are successful, we win
more battles than we
lose. Temptation is great
and the more active
the intellect, the more
it is able to ingeniously
bypass what we know
that we need to do with
rationalizations as to
how we can achieve
both horns of a dilemma
without compromising
either. This normally
translates into immediate
gratification with what
should have been
predicably bad results
had we only been a little
less clever.
At the Academy, this is
also a time when many
boys are undecided
about returning. Their

successes while here
can be parlayed into
an argument as to why
they no longer need to
be here. Their lack of
success and buy in can
just as easily be parlayed
into the argument that
the program is not
working and that they
should therefore not
return. Whereas it is
true that the success or
failure of boys here or
elsewhere is ultimately
dependent upon them,
it is equally true that
some environments
are more conducive to
success than others. The
description of the RLA
program as a living and
learning environment
is intended to draw
attention to the fact that
this is not just a school
but an inclusive and
intimate setting that
requires participation
and engagement. So
much of student life
these days involves
isolation and avoidance
that it is easy to
disengage and create an
individual reality. While
that is facilitated in other
school settings and even
home environments, it
is certainly not the case
here.
It is important for
students and parents
alike to see high school
as a transit lounge
rather than a holiday
destination. What is
achieved or not achieved
within these few years
determines much of
what options will remain
available in the life

ahead. It is constantly
important to not dwell
upon where you are as
much as it is where you
are going. There is so
much life ahead and so
little that is in the rear
view mirror of our boys.
I would therefore urge
everyone to focus on
the success of the boys
about to graduate and
the universities that have
accepted them with the
simple question “Was
the sacrifice that they
made worth it?” The
answer, it would seem,
is obvious. As boys and
their families struggle to
make the commitment
for next year, I would
urge all of you to look
at the bigger picture
and realize the simple
fact that the realization
that your son needs to
be here is part of laying
the foundation for your
son’s realization that he
needs to be here. The
boys about to graduate
and go on to exciting
postgraduate programs
made that choice and
have the results in their
grasp.

The inspiration found
in an 80-1 long shot
Major Bill Simmons
Academic Officer
How can we inspire our
students to finish the year with
focus, determination, and
resiliency when their main
goal is simply to finish? Often
we must recall the weakness
at the start to understand the
strength of the finish. This
year’s Kentucky Derby serves as a lesson on how to fulfill
a goal.
Rich Strike was not even supposed to race in the Derby;
he was 20 points short of qualification. If you go back
further to his maiden race (just 265 days earlier), Rich
Strike finish dead last. In fact, he lost by 14 and a half
lengths. Thirty-four hours before the Kentucky Derby,
Rich Strike was still on the “Also Eligible” list.
We love underdogs. We love longshots. We love lastminute twists-of-fate. And the last-minute scratch of
Ethereal Road allowed the 80-1 Rich Strike to draw into
the Derby. A lot of the time in life, we just want a chance.
If you never get a start, you never get a finish.
I urge you to watch the race (it’s just over two minutes
and two seconds). After the first half-mile, Rich Strike
was 17 lengths behind the leader. In the stretch he
was checked by a tiring Messier, and that bump in the
final furlong made any chance of a come-from-behind
appear impossible. But we love the impossible. The NBC
announcer doesn’t even mention Rich Strike’s name until
there is five seconds remaining in the race. The eighty to
one horse became the one horse.
Our goal in the next month is not simply to finish. Please
encourage your sons to sprint across the line, to finish
what they start, to pound their hooves on the parade
square.
We’re excited to see you June 25.

Personal growth in
sports part of height
of success
Captain Troy Krywulak
Athletic Director
“Success is peace of mind
which is a direct result of
self-satisfaction in knowing
you did your best to become
the best you are capable of
becoming.” John Wooden
Legendary college basketball
coach John Wooden, a relationship-oriented leader,
viewed success not as achieving a specific task or
outcome but through the development of one’s
character.
Wooden developed a pyramid of traits required
to achieve the height of success - competitive
greatness. It is no surprise that effort-based qualities
such as industriousness and enthusiasm, as well as
personality-based qualities of loyalty, friendship, and
cooperation, served as the foundation for all future
successes, according to Wooden.
By insisting that developing these critical personality
traits were pre-requisites to success, Wooden
acknowledges the beauty of sport. Not only do sports
reveal character, but they also develop it.
Although most students view monthly physical
fitness testing at the Academy with disdain, it has
particular value and importance to me. Through
performance objectives, students are provided with
an opportunity to demonstrate growth - not just in
results but in personality.
Are you the student striving for personal best scores,
or are you the student content with meeting the
minimum standard? Will you celebrate and support
other students’ success, or will you complain and
sulk throughout the process?
There is only one set of physical fitness testing
remaining in the year. I look forward to watching
your development.

Now is not the time to slow down

Paul Zahra
ASM
Gentlemen,

Excellent job on Annual Inspection, I heard many
positive comments from parents, guests, and our
inspecting officer LTC Coleman about your displays,
parade and your overall positive attitude and conduct
throughout the day. Several staff spoke to me after
the parade and were extremely impressed by you and
your conduct on parade. Many of our new staff have
never seen a parade before. The old staff were so happy to see you boys on parade again, all that practice
we did paid off.
Gentlemen, I often brag about you but your conduct
and overall positive attitudes, but now that we can
have guests back on campus, people can see it for
themselves.

Exams and graduation are
very close, now is not the
time to slow down, you need
to put in the same drive and
determination to the last day
of school and take advantage
of what the school has to offer
to reach for that next goal. To
the boys coming back next
year, talk to your CSM’s and
ask about various positions in
the barracks and around the Academy. We are looking now for our leaders next year. if you interested
in being an NCO next year, talk to Company staff or
talk to me in the morning when I walk through your
barracks. We can give you advice on what you need to
do to become an NCO. We will be picking ten boys to
help with the recruit course in September if you are
interested, talk to your Company Commander

The importance of science, and supporting RLA

Sarah Whitaker
Advancement Officer

“I am very passionate about science
because it is part of everything
that goes on in life and we should
continue to study science and use it
for the greater good of society.”

The words of RLA student CJ Barry
during his speech at the RLA Gala
Event explain why he feels it is
important to raise money for a new,
state-of-the-art science lab. CJ was
the star of the gala, expressing more
elequently and more sincerely than
anyone else could just why we are
raising funds for a science lab.
CJ wants to study bio-chemistry, or
a number of other sciences, when
he graduates from RLA next year.
While a new lab on campus would
help CJ in the study of science and
therefore reach his goals, in his
speech he expressed how a new lab
would help all students on campus,
saying he imagined a new science
lab “would be a fun and safe place

to be, where we can collaborate
with one another and help each
other.”

As Major Simmons so eloquently
put it in his speech during the gala,
we’re not asking you to invest in
beakers, we’re asking you to invest
in the character and imagination of
our students.
Our goal for the new science lab is
$150,000. We have raised just under
$100,000, thanks to the support
of many RLA families, alumni,
families of alumni, and supporters.
Those in attendance at our gala
event, inspired I’d like to believe by
both CJ and Major Simmons, raised
an incredible $22,000 in just a few
minutes.
The good news is, we have raised
enough to cover the construction
costs and have entered into
contracts that will see work begin
this summer to transform the old
science classroom into a stateof-the-art lab. The remaining

$50,000 is for beakers, as well as
other glassware and equipment,
microscopes, and computers. They
are items we can get along without
purchasing right now, but items
that are needed in the near future.
Science is an infinitely
encompassing field of knowledge
that tests our viewpoints, CJ told us
at the Gala, and research has shown
that STEM learning (science,
technology, engineering and math)
benefits students in a myriad of
ways.
It is through your generous support
that CJs goals can be realized and
all of our students can find success
through STEM learning. To help
us reach our goal, please consider
a donation to the science lab
campaign.
Visit GiveToRla.ca to read more
about the campiagn and plans for
the lab, or reach out directly to Ms.
Whitaker at swhitaker@rla.ca or
905-386-6203 ext 228.

RCAC Report

Cadets help set clear path to the future
By J.T. Lewis, Civilian Instructor 2968 RCACC.
For as long as 17-year-old Sgt.
Mykola Toews can remember he
has wanted to serve in the Canadian Forces. He feels that serving in
the cadets is definitely a step in the
right direction for him.
The Woodstock Ontario native
is currently a member of 2968
RCACC which is made up of students from Robert Land Academy
in Wellandport, Ontario.
“When I was very young, I always
wanted to be in the military, I just
didn’t know which part,” Toews
said.
“When I was 12-years-old I saw
an article for the Royal Canadian
Army Cadets,” he said. “At that
time, I didn’t know what cadets
was, but, I did know it was part of
the military.”
“It looked to me like training for
younger students towards the military and I thought ‘What a great
idea,’” he said. “So, I joined up and
have been a member ever since.”
Toews originally joined the cadet
corps near his home in Woodstock
before coming to 2968.
Since joining the cadets he has
gained a lot of experience and
enjoyed learning things that not
everyone gets to learn.
“I’ve learned about map and compass and orienteering, learned
about marksmanship and archery,
learned radio procedure too,” he
said.
He also noted that he has particularly enjoyed learning the outdoor
orientated skills, building shelters,
winter camping, bush first aid,

and how to plan
hikes.
One thing he
said is that the
leadership skills
he has developed
through the cadets are going to
be important to
his future.
“Going through
the rank system
let me learn
about leadership
from the ground
up, learning how MCpl. Mykola Toews of 2968 RCACC feels that his time in
to be a good fol- the cadets has solidified his want to serve in the Canadian
lower first, then Forces. Photo by J.T. Lewis
how to be a good
leader,” he said.
er cadets what they need to know.”
“I’ve learned the importance of
“He particularly loves the expedibeing able to help my teammates
tion sort of stuff, this is a kid that is
work towards success,” he said.
outdoors-oriented,” he said.
“I’ve also learned the importance
of being able to organize my team,
For anyone who is not sure whether
assign tasks and get the job done.”
the time in cadets will be worth“You also learn to help people who
while Sgt. Toews recommends that
are in need of help through the
“You should try it. I have been in it
cadets,” he said.
for a while and absolutely love it.”
He stressed that the leadership
The key for helping members of
skills learned through cadets are
cadets to find positive directions
important to everyone even if you
in life comes from teaching them
aren’t pursuing a military career.
self-discipline says Capt. Giovenaz“In the workforce, you still need
zo.
leadership skills, they will help you
“It is a program where we teach
in your own personal success,” he
them self-discipline which helps to
said.
keep them on track in life,” he said.
His commanding officer Capt.
As far as his career choice goes,
Leonard Giovenazzo, CD, spoke
Sgt. Toews is clearly sure about the
very highly of Sgt. Toews.
direction he wants to go in life.
“He is enthusiastic about the pro“The cadets have solidified me
gram,” Giovenazzo said. “He sets
wanting to be in the infantry by
good examples, takes the time to
letting me feel a little bit of what the
learn everything he needs to know
actual army is going to be like,” he
in anything he is involved with and
said.
is an excellent leader, teaching oth-

Supporting The Academy
Robert Land Academy is a not-for-profit organization. School fees cover the costs to
operate the school however additional programming, capital improvements and the
Founder’s Scholarship Fund are funded solely through donations.
RLA is currently raising funds for three major campaigns: The Founder’s Scholarship
Fund; The Building Potential Fund for capital improvements; and this year’s signature
campaign The Science Lab.

Founder’s
Scholarship
Fund

All support, by attending events or donating directly to the school, is warmly
appreciated and allows us to help our students reach their full potential in all areas of
their lives.
Please visit

www.GiveToRLA.ca

for more information on each of the campaigns or to make a donation to the school.
RLA is a not-for-profit organization and donations are eligible for charitable tax
receipts.
Robert Land Academy
6727 South Chippawa Rd
West Lincoln, ON L0R 2J0
Charitable registration #: 123350886
RR 0001

The Signature Campaign - New Science Lab

As modern technologies emerge,
and new science curricula are
developed, our students have a
critical need for the understanding
of science. Updating the current

lab facilities will allow our science
department to more fully meet
the educational needs of the next
generations of students and make
science an exciting and engaging
subject for all students.

This project will ensure that the
new science classes are able to
enjoy high quality science demonstrations and experiential learning
in a safe, modern, and up to date
laboratory environment.
RLA teachers always provide the
best academic programs to our
students and a new science lab
will enhance their ability to offer
science students improved achievement in mathematics and science,
increased awareness of engineering,
understanding of and ability to do
engineering design, and increased

technological literacy.

The goal for the 2021-2022 Signature Campaign is to raise $150,000
to build a state-of-the-art science
lab. RLA’s science department is
currently working with Canadian
Scientific Lab Systems to provide a
proposal for a new lab.
Thanks to the generous support of
parents, including a single gift of
more than $27,000, as well as the
work of the Family Guild, we have
reached a third of our goal.
For more information on how your
gift can help RLA students discover
STEM education and the benefits
it provides, or for information on
donor recognition, please contact
Sarah Whitaker, swhitaker@rla.ca
or 905-386-6203 ext 228.

Family Guild Report

Greetings from the Family Guild
Lisa Thompson
Family Guild Chair
The month of May seems
to have come and gone
with many activities and
events resuming at the
Academy.
With the continuous easing of restrictions, it is so
wonderful to see so many
of the longstanding traditions return to the Academy. Earlier this month,
the Academy hosted the
Annual Inspection and
Open House. This event
is a tremendous opportunity to showcase, to so

many people, the students’ success in their academic accomplishments,
athletics, as well as all of
the extracurricular clubs.
During the annual inspection, the Academy
also hosted a ribbon-cutting ceremony to officially
open the school’s new
rappel tower. The Academy was very pleased
to welcome Aubrey and
Marla Dan, of the Aubrey
and Marla Dan Foundation, which very generously contributed towards
the fundraising to complete the tower.

This past weekend was the
May stand down. I hope
that you had a wonderful
May long weekend with
your son!
It is so hard to believe,
with about a month until
the end of the school year,
we are now in the home
stretch until another
academic year is behind
us. Between now and the
end of the year, there is
still the cadet review, the
first weekend in June and
many other things to get
wrapped up. As I would
say to my son… “Put your

head down and focus…
There’s still much to get
done in the next month.”
Before we know it, we
will all be at the Academy,
picking up our boys for
the summer break and
reflecting on their individual successes from this
past year.

Alumni Committee Report

Alumni committee is busy at Homecoming
The RLA Alumni committee
usually uses this space each
month to update the RLA family
and supporters on the great work
they are doing in support of the
school as well as in building the
brotherhood of RLA Alumni.
Lately, they have been busy planning a Homecoming weekend at
the Academy, and more tha 20
alumni arrived on campus this
afternoon. They plan to spend
the weekend catching up and
reminiscing, competing in baseball against staff and students,
enjoying a campfire, and touring the campus to see the many
changes that have taken place
over the past 40 years.
They also plan to do a ribbon

cutting on the new entrance sign
that was the Legacy Project for
the alumni, who raised all of the
funds to build a beautiful new
sign that will let everyone know
exactly where RLA is located.

The committee members were
far too busy this week to write a
column for this newsletter - but
promise an update on this weekend’s activities and new projects
next month.

Thank You

Your support makes it possible for Robert Land
Academy to provide our students with experiences
and opportunities that enhance their education and
teach leadership, resiliency, and confidence.
We warmly appreciate every gift to the Academy
and every supporter of the school and our mission.

Gifts to the Academy This Academic Year
Up To $500
Corrie Ortega
Paul Strathdee
Luc Mongeau
Sherry Spark
Mike Maislin
Karyn Otterman
Debra Dallas
Ondrej Slunecko
Anonymous
Anonymous

Muriel Currie
Lynn Ashkewe
Nick Deshpande
Gregori Soummer
Lawrence Hudson

$500 Up To $1000
Jerry Kennedy
Cynthia Russel
JL Brands Production
Trevor Hassel
Paula Stamp

Ling Liang
John Kim
Anonymous
Jack Fox

$1000 Up To $10000
Ralph Niederwieser
Ellen Rosen
RBC
Michael Maislin
Michael Dallas-Petersen
Lisa and Steve Thompson

Major (Retired) Bob Sears
LCol (retired) Rob Christopher
Timson Okah
Keith Watts
Adrienne McLennan
Calvin Barry

$10,000 And Up
Roger Singh
Anonymous
The Aubrey & Marla Dan Foundation

Daniele Carrozza
The Staff of RLA

